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Circularization was recently recognized to broadly
expand transcriptome complexity. Here, we exploit
massive Drosophila total RNA-sequencing data, >5
billion paired-end reads from >100 libraries covering
diverse developmental stages, tissues, and cultured
cells, to rigorously annotate >2,500 fruit fly circular
RNAs. These mostly derive from back-splicing of
protein-coding genes and lack poly(A) tails, and the
circularization of hundreds of genes is conserved
across multiple Drosophila species. We elucidate
structural and sequence properties ofDrosophila cir-
cular RNAs, which exhibit commonalities and distinc-
tions from mammalian circles. Notably, Drosophila
circular RNAs harbor >1,000 well-conserved canoni-
cal miRNA seed matches, especially within coding
regions, and coding conserved miRNA sites reside
preferentially within circularized exons. Finally, we
analyze the developmental and tissue specificity of
circular RNAs and note their preferred derivation
from neural genes and enhanced accumulation in
neural tissues. Interestingly, circular isoforms in-
crease substantially relative to linear isoforms during
CNS aging and constitute an aging biomarker.
INTRODUCTION
Although bulk cellular RNAs are generally believed to be linear,
RNA can also exist in circular form. Scattered examples were
described decades ago, including plant viroids (Sanger et al.,
1976) and products of Tetrahymena rRNA loci (Grabowski
et al., 1981), murine SRY (Capel et al., 1993), human ets-1 (Coc-
querelle et al., 1993), and DCC (Nigro et al., 1991) genes. Other1966 Cell Reports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Autcircles have emerged across a broad range of species, espe-
cially as empowered by advances in RNA sequencing (RNA-
seq) technology (Jeck and Sharpless, 2014).
Circular species are depleted from typical dT-primed libraries
aimed at enriching mRNA but are captured in total RNA-seq
libraries depleted of rRNA. In particular, circular RNAs can be in-
ferred via split reads that map out of order with respect to the
genome. As out-of-order mappings might be explained by other
processes, such as exon shuffling (Al-Balool et al., 2011), addi-
tional evidence is needed to support the interpretation of nonlin-
earity. For example, circular RNAs are resistant to RNase R,
which preferentially degrades linear species (Jeck andSharpless,
2014). Altogether, recent studies reveal a plethora of RNA circles
in bacterial and metazoan species (Danan et al., 2012; Guo et al.,
2014; Memczak et al., 2013; Salzman et al., 2012, 2013).
Most circular RNAs arise from ‘‘back-splicing,’’ where a 50
splice donor joins an upstream 30 splice acceptor (Jeck and
Sharpless, 2014). The specificity of this process is not well
understood, but introns that flank mammalian circular RNAs are
longer than average (Salzman et al., 2012) and are enriched for
flanking repeat elements (Jeck et al., 2013). However, the abun-
dance of circular RNAs can vary between tissues and does not
necessarily correlate with host mRNAs (Salzman et al., 2013).
This might reflect different decay rates of circular and linear iso-
forms but may hint at regulation of the circularization process.
Little is known of circular RNA biology. Select circles act as mi-
croRNA (miRNA) sponges that titrate miRNA/Argonaute (Ago)
complexes. The clearest case is the circular RNA cIRS7 from
the vertebrate CDR1 antisense transcript (CDR1as). It contains
70 conserved target sites for miR-7, is bound by Ago proteins,
and competes for miR-7 targeting (Hansen et al., 2013;Memczak
et al., 2013). For the most part, though, possible functions of the
vastmajority of circular RNAs remain unclear, because they seem
infrequently to contain conserved miRNA target sites (Memczak
et al., 2013). It might be that circular RNAs are a spurious, but
tolerated, aspect of the transcriptome (Guo et al., 2014).hors
In this study, we mined 10 billion total RNA-seq reads (5 billion
paired-end reads) from >100 libraries covering diverse
Drosophila tissues and cell lines to annotate >2,500 circular
RNAs with high confidence. This enabled comprehensive ana-
lyses regarding their sequence and structural properties.
Notably, strongly lengthened flanking introns are a major deter-
minant that correlates with circular RNA accumulation. In terms
of biology, our analyses provided reiterative focus of circular
RNAs to the nervous system and especially the aging CNS. We
also find evidence for thousands of conserved miRNA binding
sites within circles, and that coding miRNA sites preferentially
reside within circularizing regions. Altogether, we provide a
knowledge base for studies of circular RNA biogenesis and
function in this model system.
RESULTS
Annotation of Circular RNAs fromDrosophila Tissue and
Cell Line Total RNA-Seq Data
We recently annotated the Drosophila melanogaster tran-
scriptome using stranded, poly(A), RNA data from diverse
developmental stages, tissues, and cell lines (Brown et al.,
2014). However, because various transcript intermediates and
some mature transcripts are not polyadenylated, we generated
companion stranded, paired-end, rRNA-depleted, total RNA-
seq data (B.R.G. and S.E.C., unpublished data). Here, we mined
>5 billion read pairs from 103 total RNA libraries (Table S1) for
circular RNAs. In principle, these might be inferred via read
pairs that map out of order with respect to the linear genome.
In practice, we found substantial uncertainties when simply
analyzing out-of-order read pairs. This might be due, in part,
to chimeric transcripts generated during library preparation
(McManus et al., 2010). We therefore focused on individual
uniquely mapped reads exhibiting split mappings to out-of-or-
der positions (Figure 1A). Our initial survey yielded >3 million
such candidates.
Known circular RNAs are typically flanked by GT/AG splice
sites reflecting back-splicing (Jeck and Sharpless, 2014). We
observed progressive increases in flanking GT/AG in bins of
increasing circular RNA levels (Figure S1). Although 3% of junc-
tions with one to ten reads were flanked by GT/AG (seven times
over background), 80% of junctions with >1,000 reads had
flanking GT/AG (2003 enrichment). Of the highest expressed
junctions not flanked by GT/AG, most overlapped rRNA or re-
peats. Because sequence errors within repetitive sequences
might generate fortuitous ‘‘unique’’ mappings, we focused sub-
sequent analyses on80,000 junction events flanked by GT/AG.
Most of these were recovered just once, and only a minority
were located at known splice sites. Notably, a large fraction of
lower-expressed (one to nine reads) out-of-order junctions over-
lapped with mRNAs but did not align with annotated splice sites
(Figure 1B, ‘‘CDS-CDS [internal]’’, orange line). In contrast, the
fraction of loci matching known splice junctions increased pro-
gressively across bins of higher-expressed out-of-order junc-
tions (Figure 1B, red and blue lines). Inspection of ‘‘internal
CDS’’ loci often showed heterogeneous patterns with multiple
out-of-order read junctions, instead of specific out-of-order
junction reads characteristic of higher-expressed loci. BecauseCell Rethese appeared to represent artifacts, we filtered out 40,000
such ‘‘internal CDS’’ loci. A minority of these accounted for a
substantial number of reads: only 350 had ten or more out-
of-order reads mapped to them, and the top five loci produced
3,075 out-of-order junctions (Figure S2A). We also noted some
specific, well-supported, out-of-order loci flanked by GT/AG,
which did not overlap splice junctions (Figure S2B).
The 38,115 remaining loci generated at least one out-of-order
read that precisely spanned the GT/AG splice site. We set a cut-
off of ten reads for subsequent analyses of confidently circular-
ized exons, yielding 2,513 loci. Most genes generated one or
two circles, but some genes yieldedmultiple distinct circularized
products (Figure 1C). We provide the coordinates, associated
genes, and levels of circular RNAs in Table S2, including higher
(R10) and lower (<10) confidence loci.
General Features of Circularizing Loci
Consistency of Mate-Pair Read Locations
If back-spliced reads genuinely derive from circular species, we
expect their mate pairs to be located within the bounds of the cir-
cular RNA. Among 18 head data sets, we identified >120,000
back-spliced reads. Of these, only 0.468% of mate pairs map-
ped outside of circles. Half of these were accounted by nine
loci, most of whose mates mapped to the same transcript but
outside the circle boundary, mapped to the antisense strand,
or mapped to a neighboring gene model. These rare events
may potentially derive from scrambled exons, genomic rear-
rangements, or molecular biology artifacts. Of the remainder,
8.70% of mate pairs were unmapped, whereas 90.8% of mate
pairs mapped within the inferred circle limits. Thus, the vast ma-
jority of back-spliced reads are consistent with derivation from
circular species.
Depletion of Circular Reads among Poly(A)+ Transcripts
Circular RNAs are expected to lack poly(A) tails, which are nor-
mally required for stable accumulation of mRNA. We examined
this using several 2 3 100 nt mRNA-seq libraries from 1 day
heads, generated from the sameRNA samples as corresponding
total RNA-seq libraries (Table S1). The total RNA and poly(A) data
contained similar numbers of raw read pairs (263 and 250million,
respectively) and similar numbers of forward-spliced reads
across circularizing junctions (2,483,732 and 2,222,897, respec-
tively). In contrast, we identified 33,706 back-spliced reads in the
total RNA data but only 276 in the poly(A)+ data; the data are
tabulated per locus in Table S3. The >100-fold depletion of
back-spliced reads in mRNA-seq data indicates the inferred cir-
cles indeed lack poly(A) tails.
Abundance of Circular Transcripts Relative to Linear
Counterparts
Loci might meet the ten back-splice read cutoff by virtue of
rare processing of highly expressed transcripts, or via splicing
events with a more palpable ‘‘choice’’ between forward- and
back-splicing. If their role was in trans, it might not matter which
strategy generated a set level of circular RNA. In this regard, the
highest-expressed circles were from mbl and Dbp80, which
generated >20,000 and >10,000 back-spliced reads of specific
junctions (Table S2). On the other hand, circularization might
have roles in cis; i.e., back-splicing should oppose protein-cod-
ing potential. In this scenario, it would be relevant to know ifports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1967
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Figure 1. Annotation and Examples of Drosophila Circular RNAs
(A) Example of a circularizing exon from scro. A paired-end read maps with an out-of-order junction spanning a splice junction (left gene model), consistent with
derivation from a back-splicing event that generates a circular RNA (right gene model).
(B) Analysis of all loci to which reads were mapped to putative out-of-order genomic junctions. These exhibit progressive enrichment of annotated CDS-CDS and
50 UTR-CDS splice sites among higher expressed loci.
(C) Distribution of circular RNAs among genes.
(D) Fraction of back-spliced relative to all spliced reads among well-accumulated circles (ten or more back-spliced reads). For reference, log10(1) is 10% of
reads, and log10(2) is 1%.
(E) Examples that illustrate the diversity in configurations of circularizing exons. The red bars above and orange bars below the genemodels denote the number of
back-spliced and forward-spliced reads at each junction, respectively, and are drawn to scale. Not shown are other alternative forward-spliced junctions,
including skipped exons, or lower-expressed back-spliced junctions.
(F) Gene-based assessment of the conservation for 1:1:1D.melanogaster/D. yakuba/D. virilis orthologs to generate circular RNAs, based on analysis of head total
RNA-seq data. All two-way species overlaps were significant by chi-square test to p < 2.2 3 1016, as was the three-way overlap.
See also Figures S1 and S2.
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back-spliced reads comprise a substantial fraction of forward-
spliced reads recovered at circularizing junctions.
We observed a range of apparent back-splicing efficiencies.
Across the aggregate data, >1,000 circles accumulated back-
spliced reads at >1% of forward-spliced reads, with 274 circles
where back-splicing accounted for >10% of splice events, and
123 circles that were the majority of splice events (Figure 1D;
Table S3). As discussed later, there is tissue-specific accumula-
tion of back-spliced reads. Notably, circular species are sub-
stantially higher in heads, where 300 genes have higher levels
of back-spliced reads than forward-spliced reads. Thus, back-
splicing is abundant at hundreds of loci, especially in particular
settings.
Diversity of Circularization Patterns
We illustrate structural complexities among well-expressed cir-
cular RNAs. The first example shows a typical high-efficiency
single-exon circularization event at scro (Figure 1E). Most circles
contain one or a few exons; however, a circular RNA from cyclic
nucleotide-gated ion channel-like (cngl) is supported by abun-
dant back-spliced reads that specifically traverse 13 exons (Fig-
ure 1E). A subset of genes generated multiple circular RNAs. For
example, the guanylate kinase discs large 1 (dlg1) is not only
alternatively spliced, it also yields two multiexon circular RNAs
(Figure 1E). Finally, we highlight the Wnt pathway transcription
factor pangolin for its complex circularization patterns. Of 18 cir-
cular products from this gene, the top five are depicted in Fig-
ure 1E. We observe alternative and interleaved events, where
the same splice sites can participate in multiple forward and
backward splicing reactions, either to adjacent exons or to
distant skipped exons.
Experimental Validation of Circular RNAs
We validated circular RNAs using several strategies. Our first as-
says utilized northern blotting. Although northerns are not very
sensitive, they have the distinct advantage of distinguishing
transcripts bearing similar sequences. We confirmed longer
full-length and shorter circular transcripts for muscleblind
(mbl), the sole fly circular RNA from the ‘‘pre-RNA-seq’’ literature
(Houseley et al., 2006), as well as for plexA, dlg1, and scro (Fig-
ure 2A). Tests of two tissues detected two circles (mbl and plexA)
in ovaries, whereas all four were detected in heads. Unlike their
mRNA counterparts, circular RNAs were depleted following
poly(A) selection (Figure 2A). To provide evidence of their nonlin-
earity, we treated samples with exonuclease RNase R. This
reduced levels of mRNAs but not of circular species (Figure 2B).
We next performed quantitative PCR (qPCR) tests of control
and RNase R-treated samples using inward-facing primer sets
(that amplify mRNA species) and outward-facing primer sets
(that amplify circular species). In practice, we found it difficult
to achieve a high degree of discrimination, possibly because
qPCR can amplify partially degraded transcripts. Nevertheless,
we generally confirmed that under conditions where linear
mRNAs from heads were substantially decreased by RNase R,
most circular RNA amplicons were not affected, or even
increased slightly (Figure 2C).
We also used a nonquantitative assay to detect circular
RNAs using endpoint RT-PCR. We confirmed specific prod-
ucts for all cases tested (Figure 2D), including pangolin andCell Reank2, both of which had appeared sensitive to RNase R.
Finally, we sequenced circular junctions from cloned RT-PCR
products, two from pangolin and two from dlg1. All were
formed precisely by back-splicing across junctions inferred
from total RNA-seq data (data not shown). Altogether, these
tests validate that our computational pipeline identified circular
RNAs accurately.
Conservation of Circular RNAs among Drosophila
Species
We assessed the conservation of circularization across
Drosophila. We sequenced total RNA from heads of D. yakuba,
a close relative to D. melanogaster (<10 million years apart,
MYA) and from D. virilis, which is very divergent (40–60
MYA). The application of our circle detection pipeline in
D.melanogaster in the other species was complicated by shorter
read length (75 versus 100 nt paired end data). To facilitate
comparisons, we supplemented the output of our circular RNA
annotation pipeline by directly mapping reads across potential
back-splices using slightly relaxed parameters, requiring 15
instead of 20 nt mapping (see Experimental Procedures). We
confirmed this procedure still specifically identified species of in-
terest, because only 1%–2%ofmate pairs to back-spliced reads
mapped outside of inferred circles. Annotations of circular RNAs
in D. yakuba and D. virilis are found in Table S2.
Because many genes produced multiple circles in
D. melanogaster, and sampling was lower in the other species,
we performed a conservative gene-level comparison using
only D. melanogaster head circles. Using only genes with
three-way orthologs across this phylogeny, we categorized the
distribution of loci that generated multiple (two or more) back-
spliced reads in each respective species. Although there are
candidately a number of species-specific back-splicing events,
the propensity of Drosophila genes to generate circular RNAs
is broadly conserved, with nearly 300 genes that were subject
to back-splicing in all three species (Figure 1F).
As the breadth and depth of data sets in D. melanogaster is far
greater than in these species, we expect the degree of overlaps
detected to be a minimum estimate. Nevertheless, these data
are consistent with the notion that particular features and/or
functions of circularization are under substantial evolutionary
constraint.
Structural Properties of Circular RNAs
While back-splicing events encompass diverse patterns (Fig-
ure 1), we sought characteristic features enriched among well-
expressed circles. To do so, we stratified circular RNAs by level,
to highlight if any given feature correlated with increasing circular
RNA accumulation.We normalized circle expression as the num-
ber of junction spanning reads per million raw reads per host
gene RPKM and divided these into five bins: 0–0.0001 (263 cir-
cles), 0.0001–0.0005 (632 circles), 0.0005–0.001 (301 circles),
0.001–0.005 (445 circles), and >0.005 (160 circles).
50 Positional Bias of Circularizing Exons
We observed circularization was biased to involve second exons
of protein-coding genes (Figure 3A). Although random sampling
of circularizing exons among aggregate multiexon gene models
yields an excess of second exon events, there was significantlyports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1969
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Figure 2. Experimental Validation of Circu-
lar RNAs
(A) Northern blots of total and polyadenylated (pA+)
RNAs from ovary and head. Linear mRNAs are
enriched in pA+ samples, whereas circular species
are depleted.
(B) Northern analysis comparing total and exori-
bonuclease RNase R-treated RNAs from heads.
Linear mRNA forms are depleted by RNase R,
whereas circular species are resistant.
(C) Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of RNase-R-
treated samples. Signals were normalized to those
obtained using control samples that were not
treated with RNase R. Most of the circular RNA
amplicons were maintained or even increased
following RNase R treatment.
(D) Endpoint RT-PCR verifies back-splicing of
single-exon and multiexon circles. Genomic DNA
(G) was used a negative control template for these
reactions. These tests validate circularization of
pan and ank2, which appeared to be sensitive in
the RNase R tests.elevated bias of second exon involvement among genuine circu-
lar RNAs (0–0.0001 bin, p = 8.1 3 102, 0.0001–0.0005 and
0.0005–0.001, both p < 5.3 3 104, 0.001–0.005 and 0.005
and higher, both p < 1.2 3 109). The location of the last exon
in the circular RNA was also biased toward the 50 end compared
to the control set (all bins: p <3 1010). These trends were signif-1970 Cell Reports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authorsicantly enhanced across each pairwise
comparison of progressively increasing
bin of higher-expressed circular RNAs
(p = 2.1 3 101, 5.0 3 102, 6.73 103,
2.2 3 103, respectively, Figure 3B).
Generally Efficient Splicing of
Internal Introns within Circles
Circularizing events typically encom-
passed one to four exons and mostly
comprised 50 UTR-CDS and CDS-CDS
junctions (Figure 3C). Given that a sub-
stantial fraction of circular RNAs are
multiexonic, a question arises if they are
internally spliced. Figure 3D illustrates
Ca2+-channel a1 subunit D (ca-alpha1d),
for which we recovered 400 reads that
consistently circularize exons 7 and 8.
Among informative mate pairs of back-
spliced reads (i.e., reads that do not sim-
ply contain continuous exonic sequence)
64 were spliced whereas 127 contained
intronic sequence (Figure 3D). Thus,
splicing is well suppressed within this
circle.
We examined this issue comprehen-
sively. The paired-end data contained
1,590 circles for which mate-pair reads
were informative with respect to splicing
status. We tabulated the number of
spliced and intron-retained mate pairsfor each of these circles, and observed that 90%of loci exhibited
>90% of spliced mate-pair reads. We summarized these data in
Figure 3E, which emphasizes that intron-retaining circles such
as ca-alpha1d are extremely rare. The bias toward splicing of in-
ternal exons was even more extreme when summing all informa-
tive mate pairs (Figure 3F). Inspection of total RNA-seq data at
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Figure 3. Circular RNAs Exhibit Characteristic Exonic Positions and Are Internally Spliced
(A and B) Analysis of exon positions. To identify functional correlations, we binned circular RNAs according to levels of back-spliced reads. Properties of
background circles generated from random exons are shown in black. (A) Start exon of circular RNAs. Background circles exhibit bias to initiate with second
exons (e.g., for genes with three exons, the only possibility is to circularize exon 2). However, circular RNAs exhibit enhanced involvement of second exons. (B)
End exon of circular RNAs. Circular RNAs are most enriched for exons involving positions 2–4 of gene models, and the bias toward the 50 end increases pro-
gressively with higher levels of junction-spanning reads.
(C) Genomic annotations of circular RNAs. The dominant classes involve 50-UTR-CDS exons and CDS-only exons.
(D) Assessment of internal splicing of multiexon circles. Shown is an example from ca-alpha1d, for which some mate pairs of back-spliced reads are spliced and
some derive from the intron. Total RNA-seq data below show that intronic reads accumulate broadly across neighboring introns not involved in the circle.
(E) Genome-wide analysis shows that the vast majority of RNA circles from individual genomic loci are mostly spliced.
(F) Bar-plot summary showing that aggregate circular RNAs are predominantly internally spliced.ca-alpha1d showed abundant intronic reads not only within the
circularizing region, but also from upstream and downstream in-
trons (Figure 3D). Thus, intron retention at ca-alpha1d is not a
specific attribute of the circle. Otherwise, multiexon circles in
Drosophila are nearly always spliced.
Apparent Lack of Flanking Nucleotide Motifs or Intronic
Pairing
Human circular RNAs are enriched for flanking Alu repeat ele-
ments, especially in complementary orientation (Jeck et al.,
2013). To investigate involvement of specific sequence motifs
in biogenesis of circular RNAs, we performed de novo motifCell Refinding in circularizing flanks. We first analyzed regions flanking
(<500 nt windows) the 485 ‘‘high-stringency’’ circular RNAs
from Jeck et al. (2013) and confirmed we could identify
motifs associatedwith ALU repeats, as described (Figure S3A). In
contrast, similar analysis of circular RNA loci in D. melanogaster
(which lacks ALU repeats) yielded only canonical splice-donor
and splice-acceptor motifs, along with some simple repeats
(Figure S3B). However, we recovered precisely the same motifs
at similar frequencies and expectancies in intronic sequences
flanking random control exon pairs. We also studied nucleotide
composition and sequence conservation between circles andports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1971
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Figure 4. Long Flanking Introns Are a Major
Determinant for RNA Circularization
(A) Examples of well-expressed circular RNAs that
are flanked by long upstream and downstream
introns.
(B) Comparison of upstream intron length.
Drosophila introns exhibit a bimodal distribution of
short lengths and a broad tail of longer lengths.
Circular RNAs are biased to be flanked by longer
upstream introns than the typical ‘‘long’’ intron
class.
(C) Circular RNAs are also biased to be flanked by
long downstream introns.
(D and E) The correlation of flanking intron length
was examined across five different cutoffs of
junction-spanning reads. For both upstream (D)
and downstream (E) flanking introns, circular RNAs
supported by progressively higher numbers of
junction-spanning reads were biased for progres-
sively longer flanking intron lengths. Wilcoxon rank
sum tests showed that the increase in overall
flanking intron length was significantly greater for
each successive bin of increasing circular RNA
expression examined.
See also Figures S3–S5.controls, but this did not reveal any differences (Figure S4A; data
not shown).
We also performed many analyses for potential enrichment of
secondary structures formed between various windows of flank-
ing intronic sequences, also by stratifying these by G:C content.
These tests showedmodest overall tendencies for increased du-
plexing between introns flanking circular RNAs compared to
control exons, especially within smaller size flanking windows
(20 and 50 nt) and in mid-ranges of G:C content (Figures S4B–
S4E). However, when we stratified the data by circle levels, we
did not observe correlations between increased pairing with cir-
cle accumulation (see also Supplemental Information), suggest-
ing this is not a primary determinant of the process. We also note
amodest tendency for statistically less pairing within the local re-
gions on the distant exonic regions that are brought together by
circularization, compared to control exon pairs (Figure S4F).
However, overall, it appears that Drosophila RNA circularization1972 Cell Reports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authorsdoes not appear to be driven by flanking
sequence or structural complementarity,
as in mammals.
Strong Bias for Long Flanking
Introns
Some of the most abundant circular
RNAs are derived from exons with long
flanking introns. For example, the dead
box helicase/kinase Dbp80 generates
two abundant circles from 50-biased
exons, each of which is flanked by 10–
30 kb introns, whereas the kinase Haspin
generates an abundant two-exon circle
with a small internal intron and flanking
>15 kb introns (Figure 4A). We therefore
examined flanking intron lengths moresystematically. D. melanogaster intron lengths are bimodal
(Lim and Burge, 2001), with a predominant peak of 50–150 bp
followed by a broad distribution of longer introns.
We observed that circularized exons were flanked by signifi-
cantly longer introns than average, both upstream and down-
stream (Figures 4B and 4C). Total Drosophila introns have a
median length of 96 bp, and the median length of all >200 bp
introns was 1,099 bp. By contrast, the introns upstream and
downstream of circular RNAs had median lengths of 4,662 and
2,962 bp, respectively. Thus, introns flanking circularizing exons
are much longer than expected, even when excluding the domi-
nant class of short introns. The functional correlation of flanking
intron length and circular RNA abundance was evident upon
binning circular RNA levels. We observe independently for up-
stream and downstream introns that progressively higher-ex-
pressed RNA circles were associated with progressively longer
average flanking intron lengths (Figures 4D and 4E). Statistical
analysis showed that not only were flanking intron lengths signif-
icantly different from background introns (<2 3 1016 in all
cases), for each of five progressively increasing bins of circular
RNA expression, the average length distributions of both flank-
ing upstream and downstream introns became significantly
larger (Figures 4D and 4E).
Because first introns in Drosophila are often longer than other
introns, the properties of long flanking introns and 50 exon bias
(Figure 3A) are potentially linked. However, some prime exam-
ples of circular species with long flanking introns did not involve
second exons (Figure 4A). To test if we dissociate these features,
we performed the analyses above using 1276 circles that were
not adjacent to first introns. We still observed progressive in-
creases in flanking intron lengths with higher circular RNA accu-
mulation (Figure S5), for both upstream and downstream introns.
Although increased flanking intron length was observed in
mammalian circular RNAs (Salzman et al., 2013), these data sug-
gest that long flanking introns are an intrinsic determinant for
circularization in Drosophila.
Relevance of Drosophila Circular RNAs to miRNA
Regulation
We assessed the extent to which miRNA sites reside on
Drosophila circular RNAs, which predominantly involve 50
UTRs and coding regions (Figure 3C). A relevant fact is that
Drosophila coding regions exhibit much greater utilization of
conserved miRNA target sites than mammals (Schnall-Levin
et al., 2010). We typically consider miRNAs that are conserved
throughout Sophophora to be well conserved and cataloged
2-8 or 6merA seed matches to such miRNAs (Ruby et al.,
2007). We also implemented a stricter criterion for coding sites,
in order to surpass simple coding constraints, by requiring
putative sites of pan-Drosophilid miRNAs to be present in 11/
12 genomes. As well, because miRNA* (star) strands frequently
have conserved regulatory activity (Okamura et al., 2008), we
similarly cataloged matches to conserved miRNA* strands
(Table S4). However, so as not to inflate site numbers, we
kept their tallies separate and also filtered their matches for
low-complexity motifs.
These analyses indicate that Drosophila circular RNAs bear a
substantial population of constrained miRNA sites. From the
most conservative view, there are 150 deeply conserved 2-8
seed sites for pan-Drosophilid mature miRNAs strictly within
UTRs. This rises to >800 for Sophophoran-conserved mature
or star miRNAs of both target site definitions, again considering
only UTRs. Although miRNA sites are generally considered to
reside in 30 UTRs, because circular RNAs frequently involve 50
UTRs, there are more conservedmiRNA binding sites in circular-
ized 50 UTRs than 30 UTRs (Table S4). Thus, circular RNAs may
explain the atypical location of some conserved miRNA sites.
For example, the highest-expressed circular RNA derives from
a 50 UTR/coding exon ofmuscleblind (mbl). Thembl circle is pref-
erentially expressed in the nervous system (Figure 2A) and con-
tains highly conserved 50 UTR sites for several miRNAs, including
neural miR-279 and miR-315 (Figure 5A).
The numbers of putative miRNA binding sites on circular
RNAs increase dramatically when considering coding regions.
Even in the most cautious interpretation, focusing only on theCell Remost deeply conserved 2-8 seed matches of pan-Drosophilid
mature miRNAs, there are still 1,000 such sites (Table S4).
Many-fold higher numbers of coding sites were recorded with
slightly less stringent parameters. To control for the possibility
that coding regions might intrinsically encode amino acids
that preferentially overlap miRNA seeds, we compared the
numbers of deeply conserved seed matches on the antisense
strands of circular RNA coding regions. The miRNAs with the
highest number of strictly conserved coding region seed
matches had far fewer matches to the antisense strands of
these circles (Figure 5B).
A striking example of a circular RNA bearing coding miRNA
sites derives from sickie, a calponin homology domain/ATPase
(Figure 5C). Although its circles were modestly sequenced (24
total reads), they contain four deeply conserved 2-8 seed
matches for miR-190 within 120 bp. There are few Drosophila
30 UTRswith thismany conserved seedmatches for an individual
miRNA (Ruby et al., 2007), and these are invariably locatedwithin
larger regions. For example, Hs3st-A is the only Drosophila 30
UTR bearing four well-conserved 2-8 seed matches for miR-
190, but these are distributed across 1.3 kb. Although the four
miR-190 sites are found within sickie coding sequence, the con-
servation pattern clearly shows the miRNA sites are selectively
constrained. Moreover, one of the miR-190 sites resides in a
different frame than the others, demonstrating primary sequence
constraint independent of coding sequence.
We noticed that 7/10 top miRNAs that target circular RNAs
overlap a previous analysis of top seed matches across all
Drosophila coding regions (Schnall-Levin et al., 2010). We were
thus curious if Drosophila coding miRNA sites might exhibit
preference for residence on circular RNAs. We first compared
the density ofmiRNA binding sites in circular versus linear coding
regions, focusing on pan-Drosophilid miRNAs and the high-strin-
gency definition for their seed matches (11/12 species). Notably,
circular coding regions harbored approximately three times the
density of well-conserved miRNA binding sites as did linear por-
tions of the coding transcriptome and were similar to 30 UTRs
(Figure 5D). As well, the lowest expressed circular RNAs (sup-
ported by fewer than ten reads) contained about half as many
miRNA sites as did various higher-expressed bins of circular
RNAs.
These data suggested a preference for miRNA sites to reside
on well-expressed circular RNAs. However, an alternate sce-
nario might be that circularizing transcripts are preferentially
subject tomiRNA targeting, but not specifically within their circu-
lar exons. To address this, we directly compared the distribution
of well-conserved miRNA sites within the circular and noncircu-
larizing portions of transcripts that generate circular RNAs. We
observed that linear coding exons of circularizing transcripts
had much lower density of conserved miRNA sites than their
circularizing portions (Figure 5D).
Altogether, these analyses uncover an interesting facet of the
previously described propensity of Drosophila coding regions
to harbor miRNA sites. In particular, the fact that circularizing
coding regions preferentially harbor deeply conserved miRNA
sites relative to various classes of linear coding regions implies
they are so positioned to have impact on posttranscriptional reg-
ulatory networks.ports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1973
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Figure 5. miRNA Binding Sites within Circular RNAs
(A) A highly expressed circle frommuscleblind (mbl), which involves its 50 UTR and first coding exon and is flanked by long introns. Far greater numbers of back-
spliced reads were recovered than for forward-spliced reads. Thembl 50 UTR includes well-conserved binding sites for several neural miRNAs, including for the
miR-279 seed family.
(legend continued on next page)
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Circular RNAs Are Biased for Neural-Related Genes and
for Neural Expression
The >100 libraries analyzed permit diverse analyses of
the stage, tissue, and cell specificity of circular RNA expres-
sion in D. melanogaster. The levels of circular RNA junction
reads in each individual library, normalized per million raw
reads in each data set, are presented in Table S5. To assess
circular RNA abundance more compactly and more specif-
ically, we depict circular junction spanning reads per million
raw reads per host gene RPKM in a heatmap (Figure 6A).
This rubric normalizes for the possibility that genes that
generate circular RNAs might themselves exhibit regulated
expression.
The well-segmented embryonic time course revealed pro-
gressive increase of circles with time (Figures 6A and 7A).
Although this might indicate that circularization correlates
with development, it might also reflect that circularization oc-
curs preferentially in tissues not present during earlier stages.
For example, 30 UTR lengthening increases with embryonic
development, but this is due to a regulatory process that oc-
curs in the CNS (Hilgers et al., 2011; Smibert et al., 2012). A
similar phenomenon may occur with circularization, because
levels of circular reads were elevated in dissected larval and
pupal CNS relative to all embryonic samples and were higher
still in dissected adult heads. By comparison, other larval,
pupal, adult tissues expressed far fewer circular reads than
adult heads. The overall picture for cell lines was that they
express levels of circular RNAs that are intermediate relative
to the tissue panel and biased to a more limited set of loci.
We note many cell data sets are from BG3-c2, which
derive from larval CNS, but these cells accumulated lower
levels of circles than all other cell lines analyzed. In summary,
the intact fly nervous system particularly accumulates circular
RNAs.
The limited diversity of circular RNAs expressed specifically
outside of the nervous systemwas apparent when we compared
the circular RNAs of each tissue/stage/cell type directly to
heads. We find that 90%–95% of circles that could be annotated
from any Drosophila sample were also observed in heads (Fig-
ure 6B). Reciprocally, half of the circles observed in the head
were not detected in other samples (Figure 6C). Notably, even
the larval/pupal central nervous system expressed 40% fewer
circular RNAs than did heads. The latter result indicates the
mature nervous system is enriched for circular RNAs. This is
highlighted by the increased numbers of loci that generate sub-
stantial numbers of back-spliced reads. Whereas 274 circular
RNAs generate R10% back-spliced reads in the aggregate
data, there are 502 such loci in pooled head data (Table S3;
Figure S6).(B) Summary of the top pan-Drosophilid-conserved miRNA binding sites located w
the sense strands of these genes.
(C) Example of a coding circular RNA from sickie, which contains a remarkable den
site has been selectively constrained for primary sequence, relative to the neigh
(D) Comparison of density of well-conserved 2-8 seed matches for well-conserv
regions are subject to much higher miRNA targeting than bulk linear coding tra
coding regions of transcripts that undergo circularization. Comparison of differen
lower site density compared to the higher bins, which exhibit similar density to 3
Cell ReGene Ontology Terms Enriched among Circular RNAs
Are Enriched for Neural Functions, Even among Circular
RNAs Expressed in Nonneural Settings
We assessed Gene Ontology (GO) terms among circularizing
genes. Among bulk loci, numerousGO terms relating to develop-
ment and signaling, neurogenesis, neural morphology or func-
tion, and neural subcellular compartments (e.g., synapse) were
highly enriched (Figure 6D). Genes that generated circular
RNAs were also enriched for genes with neural expression as
defined by FlyAtlas (Chintapalli et al., 2007) and depleted for
genes expressed in testis. Finally, we found significant overlaps
between circularzing genes and specific modENCODE temporal
expression clusters (Roy et al., 2010). The full GO and expression
comparisons are given in Table S6.
Because circularization is enhanced in the CNS, it may seem
trivial that GO terms associated with circular RNAs are neural
related. However, this result was not dependent on annotating
neural-expressed circles. For example, GO analysis of circular
RNAs annotated from 0–2 hr embryos and S2 cells, which defin-
itively lack neurons, still generated varieties of neural-related
terms (Table S6). Thus, genes that undergo circularization are
enriched for functions that are manifest with respect to the ner-
vous system, even when such genes are expressed more
broadly in the animal.
Progressive Accumulation of Circular RNAs in the Adult
Central Nervous System
Our data sets include several that span adult time points,
providing an opportunity to analyze whether circular RNAs vary
with age. Given that circular RNAs accumulated most promi-
nently in heads, we focused on 1, 4, and 20 days posteclosion,
for which data were collected independently for virgin andmated
females, and mated males.
Intriguingly, overall levels of circular reads per million raw
library reads increased mildly from 1 to 4 days but were elevated
substantially in both sexes at 20 days (Figure 7A). Plotting junc-
tion-spanning reads per million raw library reads highlighted that
aged heads accumulated, by far, the highest levels of circular
RNAs of any tissue (Figure 7A). We analyzed this further by
comparing levels of individual circles as a function of host
mRNA levels. In the 1:4 day comparison, we observed a clear
directional shift indicating a specific increase in circular RNAs
relative to linear isoforms of the same transcripts (Figure 7B).
This trend was much more pronounced when comparing
1:20 day samples (Figure 7C), and these trends were also seen
when separating the data by sex (Figure S7).
Assessing differential expression of circular RNAs with limited
numbers of junction-spanning reads was challenging, but we
nonetheless identified 262 circular RNAs with significantly higherith coding regions of circular RNAs. In general, these are dominantly found on
sity of deeply conserved miR-190 binding sites. It is evident that eachmiR-190
boring coding regions.
ed miRNAs in circularizing versus linear coding regions. Circularizing coding
nscriptome. This holds true when restricting the comparison directly to linear
t bins of circular RNA accumulation shows that the lowest expression bin has a
0 UTRs.
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Figure 6. Neural-Biased Expression and Relevance of Circular RNAs
(A) Heatmap of circle abundance across 103 Drosophila libraries. Each column represents a library, and each row represents a circular RNA ordered by highest
abundance in an individual library. The main trends visible from this summary include a mild increase in circle accumulation across embryonic development,
enhanced accumulation of circular RNAs in larval/pupal CNS relative to other dissected tissues of these stages, and predominant accumulation of circles in adult
heads relative to all samples. In addition, the ordering of circular RNAs by rows highlights that few circles are well expressed in a manner that is exclusive of adult
heads.
(B and C) Comparison of circular RNA expression in heads versus many individual developmental stages, tissues, or cell lines. Plots of numbers of loci (B) and
frequency of loci (C) emphasize that few circular RNAs are not expressed in heads, and heads express many circles that are not detected elsewhere.
(D) Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichments of circular RNAs reveal many gene sets that relate to neural development and/or neural function.
See also Figure S6.expression in 20 day versus 1 day heads (p < 0.05, fold change
>2; see Table S5). These genes are enriched for functional anno-
tations related to (neural) signaling: synaptic transmission (p =
2.3 3 106), synapse part (2.2 3 105), kinase activity (4.8 3
105), as well as development: developmental process (2.9 3
1056).
We validated these trends for several circular RNAs. For
example, scro, camKI, p120ctn, and ank2 were elevated in
aged heads in the total RNA-seq data (Figure 7D), and these
were similarly increased in qRT-PCR tests using independently
aged head RNA samples (Figure 7E). It remains to be seen1976 Cell Reports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Autwhether progressive circle accumulation has impact on brain
function, but, at the very least, these data indicate that circular
RNAs are an aging biomarker in the CNS.
DISCUSSION
Deep Annotation of Circular RNAs in Drosophila
melanogaster
Like other classes of atypical transcripts (e.g., miRNAs), indi-
vidual cases of circular RNAs were recognized decades ago
(Grabowski et al., 1981; Sanger et al., 1976) but receivedhors
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Figure 7. Age-Dependent Increase in Circular RNAs in the Nervous System
(A) Developmental time course emphasizes that dissected larval/pupal CNS accumulates much higher levels of circular RNAs than does any embryonic stage.
Adult heads accumulate even higher levels circular RNAs, and these increase with adult aging, as measured in independent data sets of female and male head
libraries. Note the two 20 day male libraries gave nearly identical numbers.
(B and C) Analysis of individual circular RNA loci demonstrates their globally increased accumulation at 4 days (B) and 20 days (C) compared to 1 day. To ensure
these shifts did not represent selective increases in transcription of genes that generate RNA circles, we plotted changes in RNA circles against the changes in
host gene expression. Between 1 and 4 days, the circular RNAs showed significant increase in abundance (Wilcoxon p = 1.1 3 104), whereas the host mRNA
transcripts were unchanged (p = 0.88). Between 1 day and 20 days, the increase in circle expression was even more significant (p < 2 3 1016), whereas host
mRNAs showed a slight decrease (p = 0.035).
(D) Age-dependent changes in selected RNA circles in total RNA-seq data.
(E) qPCR assays validate age-dependent increases in accumulation of circular RNAs.
See also Figure S7.broader attention since the advent of deep sequencing. Still
little is known about how circular RNAs are made and what
they do, but the foundation for these questions is a thorough
annotation.
Here, we conduct the deepest and broadest effort for circular
RNA annotation to date, utilizing 10 billion total RNA-seq reads
(5 billion paired-end reads) from 103 libraries that cover the
gamut of Drosophila developmental stages, tissues, and cell
lines. These data permit a more comprehensive view into RNA
circularization than initially reported (Salzman et al., 2013). We
used stringent criteria to identify thousands of circular RNA
junctions and observe the bulk of confident events derive
from back-splicing of annotated exons. Thus, RNA circulariza-
tion broadly diversifies the Drosophila transcriptome. Even
with multiple ‘‘cutting-edge’’ reannotations of the Drosophila
genome in recent years (Berezikov et al., 2011; Brown et al.,
2014; Graveley et al., 2011; Smibert et al., 2012; Wen et al.,
2014), it seems we are still some way from understanding the
genic output of what is arguably one of the best-understood an-
imal genomes.Cell ReBiogenesis of Circular RNAs
Only a small fraction of all possible back-spliced events are
executed, and the substantial tissue preference of this process
strongly suggests regulation of circularization. We analyzed the
structural features of Drosophila circular RNAs and determined
core properties that correlate well with their accumulation. These
include thepresenceof longflanking introns andabias for 50 exon
positions within the transcripts but did not include any bias
for flanking intronic sequence or structural complementarity.
Notably, the latter features were reported to be strongly enriched
around mammalian circular RNAs (Jeck et al., 2013). Flanking
intronic complementarity has been confirmed as a major deter-
minant for circularization in mammals (Zhang et al., 2014). How-
ever, our studies suggest that this is not a critical feature of
Drosophila circularization. Instead, our studies particularly high-
light extended lengths of flanking upstream and downstream in-
trons as mechanistic determinants. Functional tests of whether
manipulating intron lengths can impact back-splicing await.
Another study reported that circularization in Drosophila is
promoted by the RNA binding protein Mbl (Ashwal-Fluss et al.,ports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1977
2014). As noted, mbl was the highest-expressed circular RNA
in our studies, and it will be interesting to see how well Mbl ex-
plains tissue-specific differences in circularization. Notably, we
observe less circularization in ovary than in head, correlating
with lessmblmRNA and circle in ovary than in head (Figure 2A).
Beyond this, our studies suggest substantial possibilities for in-
teractions between alternative splicing and circularization (e.g.,
Figure 1E). Moreover, the strong CNS bias of circularization is
notable in light of the fact that the nervous system is unique in
its degree of exon skipping (Brown et al., 2014; Calarco et al.,
2009), which may plausibly generate circular RNAs.
Function and Biological Significance of Circular RNAs
A general challenge is to understand the biological impact of
RNA circularization. Perhaps the best-known circular RNA en-
codes a miRNA sponge (CDR1as) (Hansen et al., 2013; Mem-
czak et al., 2013), but this appears to be an exception. Although
it is conceivable that circularized exons represent tolerable pro-
cessing errors, their broad conservation across the Drosophilid
phylogeny indicates that their production is frequently main-
tained. Moreover, we identify hundreds of back-splicing events
that comprise a substantial fraction of forward-splicing events,
especially in specific settings (e.g., heads). Such attributes argue
that circularization is a functional regulatory process.
miRNAs are best known for gene regulation via 30 UTRs,
because Argonaute complexes are susceptible to displacement
by ribosomes (Grimson et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2009). Thus, the
impact of 50 UTRand codingmiRNAbinding sites, although func-
tionally documented, is usually considered limited. However,
Drosophila genomes exhibit greater usage of conserved coding
miRNA targeting than do mammalian genomes (Schnall-Levin
et al., 2010). Our studies reveal that 50 UTRs and coding regions
are the dominant exons involved in Drosophila circular RNAs,
and they collectively harbor thousands of well-conservedmiRNA
binding sites. Because these would no longer be impeded by
ribosome occupancy, the collective impact of circular RNAs on
miRNA-mediated regulation in Drosophila might be substantial.
More generally, we uncover that circularizing coding regions in
Drosophila harbor substantially increased density of miRNA
target sites with respect to bulk linear coding regions, as well
as the linear portions of circularizing transcripts in particular.
Therefore, Drosophila circular RNAs are preferred locations for
coding-region miRNA targeting.
Even if many RNA circles prove not to have substantial trans-
regulatory properties, it is undeniable that back-splicing events
frequently represent a substantial fraction of forward-splicing
events and sometimes exceed those of transcripts with linear
splicing. Circularization necessarily opposes the production of
protein-coding mRNAs, which implies a regulatory event. In
particular, our studies highlight potential impact for RNA circular-
ization on neural gene regulation, because this is the predomi-
nant in vivo spatial location of this process.
Finally, we provide evidence for age-related modulation of
circular RNA accumulation. Not only does the adult CNS express
by far the highest level of circular RNAs, it continues to accumu-
late circular RNAs during aging. These observations might have
implications for RNA circularization during aging and/or senes-
cence processes. For example, it is intriguing to consider1978 Cell Reports 9, 1966–1980, December 11, 2014 ª2014 The Autwhether the collective ‘‘sponging’’ of miRNAs by neural circular
RNAs increases with aging, and whether this serves any benefi-
cial purpose or contributes to functional neural decline. Even if
this process proves to be incidental, circular RNAs may serve
as a class of aging biomarker. Future studies will be aimed at
profiling circular RNAs in more detailed aging time courses, as
well as addressing their modulation during aging of the mamma-
lian brain.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Annotation of Drosophila Circular RNAs
We used a large set of Drosophila melanogaster 100 nt PE total RNA-seq
libraries that will be described in detail elsewhere (B.R.G. and S.E.C., unpub-
lished data). All data are available in the NCBI Short Read Archive under IDs
summarized in Table S1. We identified circular RNAs using a custom compu-
tational pipeline that uses the STAR read aligner (Dobin et al., 2013). Reads
were aligned using the following parameters to identify chimeric transcripts:
– –chimSegmentMin 20 ––chimScoreMin 1 ––alignIntronMax 100000 ––out
FilterMismatchNmax 4 ––alignTranscriptsPerReadNmax 10000 ––outFilter
MultimapNmax 2. Further details are provided in the Supplemental Informa-
tion, and the scripts are available at https://github.com/orzechoj/circRNA_
finder.git.
Circular RNAs were annotated to genomic features by overlapping coordi-
nates of FlyBase 5.40 gene models, snoRNAs and tRNAs, and repeat annota-
tions from RepeatMasker. Sets of genes with circular isoforms were analyzed
for enrichment of Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000) annotations and
modENCODE expression clusters (Roy et al., 2010) using Fisher’s exact test
with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. Sets of genes were also
analyzed for enrichment of FlyAtlas tissue-enriched genes (Chintapalli et al.,
2007). For each tissue, all genes with enrichment scores of at least two were
selected.
To assess circle conservation in other species, we utilized 75 nt PE total
RNA-seq data from D. yakuba and D. virilis heads that will be described in
detail elsewhere (P.S., S.S., and E.C.L., unpublished data). The data are avail-
able in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus under GEO IDs summarized in
Table S1. These data were run through the main pipeline and the Dyak r1.2
and Dvir r1.2 genome references. However, due to the shorter read length
and potentially incomplete genome annotations in these species, we supple-
mented circular RNA annotations from these data with direct mapping to a
virtual index of intragenic back-splices (see Supplemental Information for
details).
Analysis of Circular RNA Features
We assessed the frequency with which back-spliced reads are mated to reads
that are inconsistent with circular RNA interpretation. However, as STAR does
not report all such reads of interest, we mapped all mate pairs independently,
filtered these to identify reads that spanned back-spliced junctions, and then
assessed the properties of back-spliced mate pairs. A fuller description is
provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
De novomotif finding was done usingMEME, with the following parameters:
-minw6 -maxw15 -modanr. Regions of 500 bp flanking the circular RNAswere
searched for motifs. The same parameters were also used to analyze regions
flanking 485 ‘‘high-stringency’’ circular RNAs reported in Jeck et al. (2013).
Based on FlyBase 5.40 gene models, genomic features of the circular RNAs
that could be assigned to mRNA transcripts were analyzed: length of flanking
introns, position in the transcript of the first and last exons of the circular RNA,
and total number of exons. These numbers were compared to the correspond-
ing numbers from a control set of randomly sampled exon pairs, from the same
set of transcripts as those generating the circular RNAs. In this analysis, circu-
lar RNAs were stratified according to expression (normalized to host gene
mRNA expression).
To assess splicing or retention of internal introns of circular RNAs, we
analyzed the mate pairs of junction-spanning reads. Such reads with spliced
mappings were taken as evidence of splicing of the internal introns. If the readshors
were not spliced, but instead overlapped an annotated intron (by more than
5 bp), they were taken as evidence of intron retention. Using these criteria,
for each circular RNA with internal introns, the total number of reads support-
ing splicing and intron retention were tallied.
For miRNA site analysis, we downloaded whole-genome multiple align-
ments (.maf) of Drosophila genomes from UCSC genome browser and
scanned them to identify all instances of conserved 7-mer. We parsed these
to identify seed matches to conserved miRNAs, star strands, or control se-
quences, on sense or antisense transcript strands, across various stringencies
of species conservation, as appropriate to the analysis.
Expression Analysis
Expression levels of circular RNAs were quantified using the number of junc-
tion spanning reads. This number was normalized to the total number of reads
in the library and to the RPKM of the host mRNA transcript, to obtain an esti-
mate of relative expression [as (# junction spanning reads / million raw reads) /
host gene RPKM].
These normalized expression values were also used to quantify increased
circular RNA expression in the head time course data. Here, special care
was taken to make sure that the analysis was not skewed by different numbers
of reads in the libraries at the different time points: For example, in a compar-
ison of time points A and B with 90 and 100 million sequenced reads, respec-
tively, a circular RNA supported by N reads in both time points will appear to
have higher expression levels in time point A. To ensure results were not
distorted by library size, we subsampled the data so that all time points had
the same number of sequenced reads when analyzing expression differences
between time points.
To obtain circular RNAs that accumulate with age, we compared the num-
ber of junction spanning reads normalized to library size and host mRNA
expression between the head 1 day (six libraries) and 20 day (libraries) sam-
ples. Table S5 contains all circular RNAs with a t test p value < 0.05 and fold
change > 2.
Molecular Biology
We isolated total RNA from Canton S flies raised at 25C and purified poly(A)+
RNA using Oligotex mRNA mini kit (QIAGEN). To degrade linear RNA, we
treated 60 mg of total RNA with 120 U RNase R (Epicenter) for 45 min at
37C. Northern blots, cDNA preparation, and RT-PCRs were performed as
described (Miura et al., 2013). Relevant oligo sequences are listed in Table S7.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
A comprehensive list of NCBI GEO/SRA IDs for the data sets analyzed in this
study is provided in Table S1.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
seven figures, and seven tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.10.062.
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